Dear staffs of the Global Orgs.

2014/9/19

Welcome 9_21 NYC Climate March!!!.Then what would they call for ???.
http://peoplesclimate.org/march/
Big demonstration toward world would be effective to awaken global people as for
the emergent climate crisis.Then what would they call for ???.
Those must be simple?,
but sufficiently exact and effective as emergent global operation toward global salvation..
⑴Emergent Arctic Cooling Engineering.
⑵Emergent more than 80%CO2 cut.
⑶Life assurance strategy for people.
Too simply and frankly to tell,it is substantially wartime regime life in which people should
consider it best to scarcely eat and sleep.
Each of those are all outrageously difficult to implement(,but not impossible).And also that
the analysis and synthesis on the projects have not yet substantially been complete.
As for essential climate prediction,the scientifical results are certain and have already been
determined.While the decisive countermeasure details almost have not yet synthesized
So called sustainability is impossible conservatism and hoax,but decisive fact is
discontinuous transition(revolutional) to climate safe economy. ⑴⑵⑶ is nothing,but global
revolution.
Supplemental Comment
⑴Emergent Arctic Cooling Engineering.

http://www.ameg.me/
http://arctic-news.blogspot.jp/p/comprehensive-plan-of-action.html
http://www.777true.net/Rapid-Temeperature-Rise-in-Arctic-a-simple-verification.pdf
http://www.777true.net/How-to-Make-Clouds-for-Intercept-solar-heat-in-Arctic.pdf
⑵Emergent more than 80% CO2 cut.

http://www.777true.net/Why-more-than-80percent-cut-and-the-Realizability-in-y
our-life.pdf
http://www.777true.net/Part_6_non-carbon-Energy-Engineering.pdf
⑶Life assurance strategy for people.
http://www.777true.net/Life-Assurance-by-National-Strategy-in-coming-climate-WAR-TIME.pdf

http://www.777true.net/This-is-the-most-emergent-problem-of-to-live_or-not-to-live.pdf

Certainly the countermeasure are outrageous,however coming climate hell is more
outrageous.People could do their best,if they could have accepted deadly climate reality.
This is a plan by the AMEG in UK.
An Effective and Comprehensive Climate Plan
http://climateplan.blogspot.jp/

Dear staffs of the Global Orgs.

unique TRUTH for making decisive SOLIDARITY
Also I can entirely agree with what you have told in below.
Then I could suggest you being unique truth for making decisive solidarity.
So it is entirely science at all !!!.
PopularResistance.org seeks to aid in bringing movements for peace, justice, economic
fairness and environmental protection together into an independent, nonviolent and diverse
movement that can end the power of concentrated wealth, shift power to the people
and put human needs before corporate greed.
PopularResistance.Org is designed in accordance with the two-prong strategy of resistance
and creation,and in the belief that there is greater strength and opportunity for success
if there is solidarity in the work for peace and social, economic and environmental justice.

(a)No Contradiction<a visualized(realized)thing in our actual material world is always
unique,but not double images of simultaneous realization of A and not A>.

example)A weapon merchant say "this spear can break through any shields,and that
shield can block any spears".Then a passinger asked the merchant" If you try to break
thorough the shield with the spear ,what will happen ?",..........。Ancient China Fable

(b)Overwhelming Judgement of Science.
http://www.777true.net/Overwhelming-Judgment-of-SCIENCE.pdf

So long as I had surveyed the climate facts,the conclusion is as follows(1)(2).Thereby I
wish coming climate march in NYC would take these fact for their fundamental strategy.
That's right !!!,this is not a kind of sustainability,but discontineous “transition to a
climate-safe economy.” So to say it in a word,it is emergent global war time regime life
in which you should consider it best being able to scarcely eat and sleep.
(1)Emergent Arctic Cooling Geo-engineering to intercept Methane Catastrophe.

http://www.ameg.me/
http://arctic-news.blogspot.jp/p/how-to-cool-arctic.html
http://www.777true.net/How-to-Make-Clouds-for-Intercept-solar-heat-in-Arctic.pdf
(2)Emergent more than 80%CO2 cut in order to intercept the Arctic Methane
Catastrophe mentioned in (1).
http://www.777true.net/Why-more-than-80percent-cut-and-the-Realizability-in-your-life.pdf

First of all,You should find talents of genuine scientists who can admit
above extremely inconvenient facts.
http://www.777true.net/Part_6_non-carbon-Energy-Engineering.pdf
http://www.777true.net/Life-Assurance-by-National-Strategy-in-coming-climate-WAR-TIME.pdf

To tell a fact,the conclusion of climate science had already been determined as (1)-(2),
so from hereafter,following talents would be necessary.

＊new energy technology engineers ,
＊Arctic Cooling Geo-engineers and
＊economists for global rationing regime economics.
I entirely hope your staffs good decision making !!!
Once again I recommend you that
The climate conclusion must have already been determined !!!,
so climate science debate should be of no use*,
but

climate engineering debates is emergent and decisive.

*Ofcourse the scientists are always necessary also as for climate engineering.

